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RINA Prime Value Services is your ideal technical partner, 
providing a specialised, exceptionally coordinated 
structure able to ensure topmost operative effectiveness 
thanks to an entirely tailor-made approach.

RINA Prime Value Services professionals assist our Clients in 
their role as Technical Advisors, customising the end product 
based on individual needs and providing support during 
negotiations and risk management.

Providing fully independent, transparent, and reliable 
advice is the stated day-to-day mission of RINA Prime Value 
Services. This has allowed us to establish and continue to 
build up a considerable reputation with leading Credit 
Institutions and Developers, both local and international.
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Each project requires a critical review of both
the general surrounding context and the more minute 

but relevant aspects to clearly identify any
potential risks and help achieve the Client’s objectives.

Thanks to a remarkably specialised team with top-tier
skills honed in managing projects of the highest standing,

RINA Prime Value Services can scrutinise any undertaking 
and step in with a comprehensive range of solutions 

complete with risk advisory, always focused on protecting 
the Client’s interests.

PROJECT MONITORING



Technical Due Diligence

The first operational stage of Technical Due Diligence, Project 
Reconnaissance, consists in a set of preparatory activities carried out 
prior the commencement of monitoring operations geared to pinpoint the 
technical, administrative and contractual risk factors that may impact the 
schedule and budget dictated by the Business Plan.

• kick-off assessment meeting 
• acquisition of relevant data and documentation
• potential site visit 
• briefing on the project and work schedule
• framework analysis - cadastral, urban, environmental, building, 

authorisation
• fairness opinions on development schedules and any critical 

processes or interventions 
• Business Plan analysis and assessment of the main technical 

assumptions 
• Project Development Contract analysis 
• marketing/sales plan analysis.
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PROJECT MONITORING



Technical-Economic project assessment

The project’s technical assessment is carried out during all three 
developmental stages (preliminary, definitive, and executive), and always 
prior the launch of the call for tender, so as to best safeguard the Client’s 
interests and avoid any variations, reserves, and other claims during the 
next stages, thus ensuring that development costs are appropriate.

• Kick-off assessment meeting 
• Acquisition of project-related plans and permits/authorizations
• Project design review (tables, plans, dimensions, calculus reports, 

etc.) in terms of completeness and compliance with applicable 
regulations

• Technical-Economic adequacy analysis
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PROJECT MONITORING



Project monitoring and Progress Report Certification

The Progress Report Certification service offered by RINA Prime Value 
Services comprises the following activities:
• work progress checks in relation to approved designs and scheduled 

timeframes
• work/building authorisation review, including environmental regulation 

compliance 
• assessments and evaluations on the Contractor’s organisational structure 
• assessment of worksite organisational and control measures best suited for 

OSH regulation compliance
• Work/Tender Contract review and analysis of any potential repercussions 

on the Business Plan
• assessments geared to verify that the work is being carried out in 

accordance with required standards and schedules 
• assessments geared to verify that the work is being carried out in 

accordance with contractual performance standards 
• operational deviation analysis, conducted on the approved intervention plan 

and work schedule, measuring any opportunities for recoupment 
• analyses and assessments on Technical and Functional Testing 

procedures
• technical input review, suggesting potential Business Plan updates
• analyses on any critical issues (payments, reservations, etc.) geared to 

avoid any disputes among the parties
• sales performance and preliminary agreement review.

The monitoring activity offered by RINA Prime Value Services is carried out 
through a series of periodic site inspections and meetings with the key figures 
in charge of developing the Project (Developers, Banks, Contractors etc.), to 
better understand and report on either design, contractual, or permit-related 
issues.
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Production auditing. Great attention to detail.

Never losing sight of the big picture

PROJECT MONITORING



Market monitoring

RINA Prime Value Services monitors the marketing and sales of finalised 
assets resulting from the Project by examining the consistency of 
Preliminary Agreements and Marketing Plan. 

Scope: in this stage, the monitoring process focuses on a Marketing Plan 
forecast review. The monitor takes into account any deviations during
the various stages of development, providing an assessment of the risks 
determined by sales delays.
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PROJECT MONITORING

Deeds

Deeds

Deeds

Deeds

Deeds

A - Residential

B – Offices

C – Offices

D – “Alfa” building

E – Services land

SALE and DEEDS
progress



Other technical services – Project Management

RINA Prime Value Services provides Project Management to Clients who 
may not have an internal control structure or who want to outsource not 
only the initial stage of R&D, but also the following operations 
management. 
RINA Prime Value Services supervises all the strategic negotiation 
stages to ensure that the Client reach their desired objectives. 
RINA Prime’s advisory support is designed to fend losses, reduce 
operational risks, handle any sensitive issues, prevent liabilities and 
optimise processes.

• Concept design/Planning
• Site ID and Due Diligence
• Total Development Cost estimate (Hard Costs + Soft Costs)
• Budget management
• Timing management
• Construction oversight
• Contract negotiation and management.

A periodic reporting system allows the Owner to be always up to date on 
on-going activities and on how their project is advancing.

From initial concept to final wrap-up, RINA Prime Value Services 
acts in the Client’s best interest, auditing the budget and ensuring 
that the Project conforms to original expectations. 

Supplier/outsourcer monitoring

Monitoring of outsourcer performance during all stages of design, 
planning, and execution. 9

PROJECT MONITORING
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Smart business decisions should be grounded in the
extensive knowledge of the initiative and a keen

awareness of its economic and timing-related 
constraints, as well as the associated risks.

RINA Prime Value Services is your ideal technical partner, 
providing a specialised, exceptionally coordinated structure 

able to ensure topmost operative efficiency thanks to an 
entirely tailor-made approach.

DUE DILIGENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



Due Diligence

The Technical – Real Estate Due Diligence service involves a property 
investigation process that combines an assessment of the actual state of 
a property, as compared to the related documentation and the applicable 
legal requirements. 
Main types of Due Diligence analysis offered by RINA Prime Value 
Services:
• Technical DD
• Utility and Fire Prevention DD 
• Environmental DD
• Worksite Health & Safety DD 
• Structural DD
• Maintenance DD.
RINA Prime Value Services can provide Phase 1 DD services (based on 
visual inspections carried out during on-site surveys, without any 
sampling, laboratory analyses, or technical reviews) as well as more 
involved Phase 2 DD services, for either environmental, utility, and 
structural investigations, conducting site visits and formulating opinions 
on our analytical findings.  
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Our warnings can become your best negotiating tools

The Technical Due Diligence service offered by RINA Prime Value 
Services provides a valuable knowledgebase regarding the real assets 
that the Client may need to purchase, sell, manage, enhance or improve, 
pinpointing any obstacles and estimating necessary remediation costs 
and timelines.
Our professionals act as the Client’s Technical Advisors, customising the 
end product on individual needs and providing support during 
negotiations and risk management. The scope and depth of investigation 
of our analyses are 
tailor-made for each Client and every individual Project.

DUE DILIGENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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Professional services: remediation, building amnesty, drafting of 
authorisation and certification procedures

Professional services comprising the following scopes of work:

• Land and Building Cadastre: services aimed to render the property 
or building unit compliant with applicable cadastral regulations (L. 
122/2010 and subsequent amendments and addenda). 
Drafting and submission of required paperwork: Cadastral 
Applications and Transfers, specific cadastral procedures (Tipo 
Mappale, Tipo di Frazionamento, and Do.C.Fa.)

• Building Permits: services aimed to render the property or building 
unit compliant with applicable building codes/regulations (Pres. 
Decree 380/2001, Legislative Decree 42/2004). 
Drafting and submission of required paperwork: retrospective 
commencement of work permits (CILA/CIL in sanatoria, DIA in 
sanatoria, SCIA in sanatoria per art. 37, Pres. Decree 380/2001), 
retrospective building permits (Permesso di Costruire in sanatoria), 
compliance assessments per 
art. 36, Pres. Decree 2001, building amnesty procedures (Laws n. 
47/85, n. 724/1994, and n. 326/2003), retrospective landscaping 
permits per Legislative Decree 42/2004, and retrospective structural 
permits.

• Energy Performance Certificates (APE) for marketing and sales, 
leasing, etc. 

• Other technical services aimed to render the property compliant 
under multiple regulatory perspectives: retrieval of required 
documentation for remediation/regularization purposes.

DUE DILIGENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



Data Room set up
Creation of a dedicated database, either paper-based and/or digital, 
cataloguing, collating, and inventorying the documentation pertaining to a 
property, including digitalization wherever necessary. 
The activity regards all the scopes of examination of a given real estate 
asset:
• Ownership
• Burdens, liens, constraints
• Cadastre
• Building permits
• Land/town planning
• Tenancy/leasing
• Utility installations
• Environment
• Fire safety
• Energy performance
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Statements and certifications of compliance per L. 122
The issuing of a statement or certification of compliance is carried out during 
the transfer operations pertaining to a real estate property or individual 
building unit. 
Our scope or work comprises the  following certifications/statements:
• Land/urban use certificates (CDU)
• Cadastral certifications per L. 122/2010 and subsequent amendments and 

addenda, including a statement attesting to the correspondence of the real 
conditions of the property with the relevant cadastral plan recorded with the 
competent Revenue or Land Agency

• Building compliance statements, including a statement attesting to the 
correspondence of the real conditions of the property with its legimate
state, as based on municipal and supra-municipal authorizations.

DUE DILIGENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES



BIM, geometric, and utility surveys
Activities comprised in this scope of work include: 
• site inspection for dimensional surveys and subsequent graphic 

rendering
• computation of architectural dimensions
• interior/exterior layouts
• utility equipment layouts also taking into account any scheduled 

merging/conversions of the property’s usages and interiors.

In order to allow for the design drawings and 2D/3D survey plans to be 
seamlessly integrated, all relevant data is drawn up and collated with 
survey findings rendered in BIM mode – Building Information Modelling.

Asset repossession
Assistance for an active and dynamic property management and global 
service providing valuable support during all repossession stages:
• takeover of property documentation
• takeover of the property
• periodic checks
• securing of the property.

Architectural dimensions
Activities including the verification and calculation of property surfaces 
(via either on-site surveys or based on layout plans) with subsequent 
macro-area and interior/exterior layout adjustments. The process 
includes a calculation of total gross dimensions, broken down by 
individual floors, intended usage, and tenant.
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DUE DILIGENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
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A multidisciplinary vision is the bedrock of 
RINA Prime Value Services’ methodological and 

cultural approach. This allows us to provide a wide 
array of services tailored to the Client’s needs starting 

with management strategy, streamlining processes 
and increasing corporate efficiency.

An insightful knowledge of the key players’ concerns 
allows RINA Prime Value Services to provide a 

specialised, professional range of solutions for either 
Building, Asset, Facility, Property, or Energy Management.

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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Facility Management optimisation support
• Asset status assessment in terms of equity, state of maintenance, 

compliance
• Management Model review and update starting from a preliminary 

needs analysis 
• Definition of the providers’ standards and ratings.

Building compliance and Corporate Governance
Documentary mapping geared to support Property Management. As well 
as providing a compliance assessment on the property’s paperwork (data 
room comprehensiveness and completeness) the service includes a 
specific risk assessment intended to safeguard the Property in terms of:
• management efficiency (managerial best practices)
• notarial assessments (for contributions or divestments)
• risk management.

Supplier/provider performance review
• SLA and KPI definition
• measurement and monitoring systems (vendor rating) during operations 
• objectives and improvement standards identification
• control and reporting platforms necessary to connect all the production 

chain players.

Contracting or tender assistance and supplier/outsourcer selection 
• procurement strategy definition
• pre-screening
• support in drafting tender documentation
• assistance during tender operations
• agreement implementation and support for operations start-up.

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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Economic examination of planned and extraordinary maintenance 
operations
• Technical-economic adequacy analysis on planned and minor 

preventive maintenance
• Opex Plan
• Capex Plan (for any current and data room regulatory discrepancies, 

technical-functional obsolescence, routine maintenance, 
improvements and major preventive maintenance interventions)

• Management and reorganization of maintenance/repair interventions, 
potentially taking into account refurbishment investment or major, 
capital-intensive restorations and conversions.

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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Pilotage
Comprehensive technical oversight for commercial property rentals 
during the asset’s entire life cycle in terms of: 
• design/planning
• development/set-up
• release/takeover by new tenants, all the way from white box stage to 

the completion of work, interfacing with all stakeholders involved.

Diagnostic investigations and assessments
• structural assessments
• seismic assessments
• non-destructive and semi-destructive testing
• static suitability certificates
• diagnostic surveys
• degradation characterisation plans
• risk and priority management plans
• budgeting and remediation/adjustment intervention oversight

PILOTAGE

TIMING

LIAISON WITH RELEVANT 
STAKEHOLDERS

COMPREHENSIVE 
PREVENTION

DEMOLITION -
CONSTRUCTION

REPORTING

PROPERTY – TENANT -
CORPORATE

SETTING-UP

PRELIMINARY DUE 
DILIGENCE

To identify risks, technical and regulatory liabilities, and define
priotities

TARGETED MANAGEMENT
Risk Monitoring, liability oversight, Security Plan in accordance with 

Legislative Decree 81/08, drafting of “Level-0” seismic sheet

ADVISABILITY STUDY
Corporate strategy evaluation for both local and general 

development

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE POLICY 

DEVELOPMENT

and seismic risk remediation – to be agreed-upon with the Board, 
Facility, and Property Management

FULL DUE DILIGENCE
Seismic vulnerability checks  for each construction, “Level 1-2” 

seismic assessment sheet, time/cost estimates

BUDGETING
Any serial or large-scale applicable technical measures to reduce 

remediation/adjustment costs

FUNDING
Securing of resources, misc. sources, facilitation/relief and incentive 

review, etc.

IMPLEMENTATION AND 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Work monitoring and risk level Due Diligence

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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Commissioning and retro commissioning
Assessment of HVAC installations performances prior their becoming
operational (commissioning) or during operations (retro-commissioning):

• minor operational deficiencies
• minor operational delays
• start-up procedure management
• minor transitional period costs
• management improvements, maintenance, and upgrading 
• energy consumption reduction and repairs 
• full final and operational documentation 
• increased equipment awareness on behalf of O&M staff.

Feed Review and check OPR-BOD documents

Preliminary 
engineering Commissioning Plan

Design Commissioning – Focused Design Reviews

Procurement
Construction Specifications for Commissioning. Instructions 

for monitoring and indentifying measuring points to 
evaluate the performance of energy and water systems

Construction
Look over the Contractor documents-Control and 

Supervision – Inspection documents

Commissionin
g

Coordinate and supervise the Functional tests – Compare 
test resuts with performances required in OPR and BOD

Post 
Costruction Seasonal testing

ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT BY THE CXA
BUILDING LIFE CYCLE

VE
RT

IC
AL

 IN
TE

G
RA

TI
O

N

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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A reliable partner can turn the Building Sustainability 
challenge into an opportunity. With the evolution of the 

market and the introduction of new regulatory standards, 
RINA Prime Value Services has readily developed its own 

Green Building Advisor services through a series of 
interdisciplinary competencies in accordance with the 
most widespread national and international protocols 

(LEED, BREEAM, WELL, ITACA).

Thanks to our multisectoral approach coupled with a deep 
understanding of market operators’ needs, RINA Prime Value 

Services has developed an innovative and interdisciplinary 
expertise for real estate over the years, capable of supporting 

Owners who need to work out their own bespoke energy 
strategies.

GREEN BUILDING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SUSTAINABILITY



Energy & Environmental Performance Feasibility Studies  
Feasibility studies designed to outline energy and environmental 
performance levels for new developments and/or redevelopments 
starting from the planning stage, alongside site-specific intervention 
scenarios. RINA Prime Value Services can work on extensive property 
portfolios identifying the best suited energy and sustainability strategies.
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Energy Performance Certificates (APE)
RINA Prime Value Services provides energy certification services for buildings 
located on the entire Italian territory, in compliance with national and regional 
standards, criteria, and applicable methodologies.

GREEN BUILDING, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILITY



Energy audits
Energy Audits provide an extensive examination of the building/service 
equipment organism, in accordance with reference regulations (e.g. 
Legislative Decree 102/14). The audit’s main goal is to outline an overall 
building performance framework, pinpointing and quantifying any energy 
savings opportunities under a cost/benefit perspective. Relevant 
technical data is collected during on-site inspections and then 
appropriately processed, resulting in a valuable tool for the Property to 
refer to in case of any energy-related interventions, while also providing 
useful insight for the property’s management.
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GRESB were the first to introduce 
energy auditing and the Energy 
Management System among the 7 
parameters they monitor, to provide 
reference benchmark data to Real 
Estate operators.

Energy Management, Consumption Monitoring, Energy Optimisation
• Consumption control in real time and based on historical benchmarks 
• Analytics Big Data to support energy management
• Monitoring of any abnormal events via values/deviations analyses 
• Definition of benchmarking indicators
• Consumption pattern/variation control for investment analyses, and  

alternative solutions analysis
• Reports in case of any abnormal consumption instances and pre-set 

alerts
• Automated reports on benchmarking indicators

GREEN BUILDING, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILITY
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Technical Advisor for sustainable building (LEED, BREEAM, WELL, ITACA) in 
new developments, redevelopments, and existing constructions

1. Pre Assessment to identify the green protocol best suited for the project, draw 
up the more appropriate strategy in relation to Client expectations, and 
formulate cost/benefit criteria in terms of managing Protocol-specific aspects.

2. Design/development/operation: stakeholder liaison, sustainability strategy and 
role assignment, drafting of itemized specifications for procuring outsourcers, 
contractors and maintenance providers.

3. Code Administrator for the entire duration of the initiative, the administrator is 
in charge of managing the protocol reference platform and Certifying Entity 
relations.

4. Owner LEED support during construction: checks on the ongoing development 
in accordance with relevant project assumptions. 

5. Commissioning Authority: a series of assessments pertaining to utility 
installations (functional tests, calibration) carried out in accordance with work 
time schedules and submitted for commissioning.

Green Lease

In order to provide a significant contribution in reaching corporate sustainability 
goals, real estate market operators must gain full awareness of green regulations and 
standards, including them in their leasing agreements. 

RINA Prime Value Services provides assistance in drawing up clauses, defining and 
monitoring objectives over the entire term of a leasing agreement.

Location &
Linkages

Sustainable
Sites

Water
Efficiency

Energy &
Atmosphere

Materials &
Resources

Indoor 
Environmental Quality

Innovation &
Design

Awareness &
Education

GREEN BUILDING, ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SUSTAINABILITY



SMART INSPECTION
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RINA Prime Value Services offers hi-tech solutions for visiting buildings and construction sites through virtual reality.
Remote site visits and technical surveys in a guided, protected, and georeferenced environment

SMARTPHONE/TABLET 
SMART APPRAISAL PRIME

Remote site inspections via 
smartphone and tablet.

SMARTPHONE/TABLET 
KIBER WEB APPLICATION

Remote site inspections in 
real time via smartphone and 
tablet.

KIBER HELMET
KIBER WEB APPLICATION

Drone-assisted aerial 
inspections on complex 
development sites.
Surveys & checks on sensitive 
and/or other risk areas.

Remote site inspections in real 
time via wearable helmet 
equipped with video camera, 
microphone, headphones, torch, 
and thermographic camera.

REMOTE
APP INTERFACE

REAL TIME,
HUMAN GUIDED

REAL TIME,
HUMAN GUIDED HUMAN GUIDED

DRONE-ASSISTED SITE 
VISITS

• Bank appraisals
• Valuations/appraisals
• Surveys on portfolios with 

high property numbers

• Project monitoring
• Technical checks
• High surveillance
• Due Diligence
• Inspections

• Project monitoring
• Technical checks
• High surveillance
• Due Diligence
• Inspections

• Inspections on complex 
infrastructure
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110
Due Diligence

and Tech Services 
assignments

2,802 
Due Diligence 

Reports

26
Project 

Monitoring 
engagements

40
Technical 
Advisory.

LEED & BREEAM 
assignments

210,000 sqm
sustainable 

buildings 
inspected

36 M sqm
under 

Due Diligence

567 ML € 
€ Million in 

terns of capex 
under 

monitoring

250,000 sqm
Technical 

DDs / year

2019

TRACK RECORD
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The international standards endorsed by the Royal 
Institution of Chartered Surveyors – RICS as 
disciplined by the RICS Red Book.

The Italian Banking Association – ABI Guidelines for 
the Valuation of Real Property used as collateral in 
Credit Exposure.

The standards promoted by the International 
Valuation Standards Committee – IVS).

Principles and guidelines pertaining to AMC and
Independent Expert relations promoted by
Assogestioni.

The quality management system adopted by RINA Prime Value Services is ISO 
9001:2015 certified.

RINA PRIME Value Services takes part in the
ASSOimmobiliare Committee for Credit Valuation –
Valutazione per il Credito, with Arch. Rolando, RINA
Prime Value Services CEO, appointed as Committee
Chairman for the on-going update and revision of the
Guidelines for the Valuation of Real Property
positioned as collateral for credit exposure.

Joint Bank of Italy – Banca d’Italia and Consob (the
Italian Companies and Exchange Commission)
Memorandum on the Valuation of Real Property
held by common investment funds.

RINA Prime Value Services is a promoting partner 
of GBC Italia, in favor of sustainable construction.

QUALITY STANDARDS
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OUR ADDED VALUE

Solid expertise Leaders in Certification

Client careClient satisfactionSpeed and clarity

Innovative BIG DATA

Our pride is our experience developed over more 
than 25 years in the industry on behalf of our 
management, who were the first to introduce and 
grow the activities we provide on the Italian 
market. Our team is made up of dedicated Project 
Managers who specialise in diverse scopes of 
analysis (cadastre, town planning, construction, 
environment, etc.) 
A qualified, proactive team working closely with 
the Client.

A large part of our core business focus is 
certification: this enables us to design cutting 
edge third-party services able to pursue 
excellence and add value to our Clients’ activities, 
providing the tools required for an ideal 
management of their information systems and for 
the decision-making process pertaining to credit 
and lending.

The largest and most innovative Big Data in the 
industry.
A fully automated, state of the art management 
platform, undergoing constant AI update. 
Our Big Data system manages and combines 
information provided by:
 Free Market
 Socio-economic context
 ARES the largest auction archive in Italy

We ensure quick turnaround thanks to tried and 
tested formats and specific software.
Providing accurate, transparent analyses adapted 
to the Client’s – and the investment’s – particular 
needs.
Transparent, reliable, clear and easy to read 
results.

ISO 9001 certified processes and RICS-compliant 
performance standards, always conforming to the 
most recent national, EU and international 
regulations (Basel Accords II and III).
Evolved valuation methods and exclusive 
economic-financial analysis procedures.
We are always committed to ensuring the highest 
client satisfaction we can provide.

Customised client support, 100% compatible 
tools, fast reporting thanks to dedicated 
platforms and integrated software.

We strive to streamline even the most complex 
challenges in order to facilitate the Client in 
speeding up their decision-making process.
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P r i m i n g  y o u r  f u t u r e
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